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1 ຊߘͷ࡞੒ʹ͋ͨΓɺࢦಋڭ׭Ͱ͋ΔԘ࿏ӻ࿕ڭतΛ͸͡Ίɺ๺ଜߦ৳ڭतɺઙࢠ࿨ඒڭतɺѨ෦मਓ।ڭतɺ২ਿ
ҖҰ࿠।ڭत  (Ҏ্ɺҰڮେֶ)ɺখ઒Ұ෉ڭत(େࡕେֶ)ɺ೔ຊۚ༥ֶձ 2008 ೥౓ळقେձ͓ΑͼҰڮେֶϚΫϩɾۚ
༥ϫʔΫγϣοϓͷࢀՃऀͷํʑ͔Βوॏͳ͝ࢦಋͳΒͼʹ͝ॿݴΛ௖͍ͨɻ͜͜ʹهͯ͠ײँͷҙΛਃ্͍͛ͨ͠ɻ
΋ͪΖΜຊߘʹ͋Γಘ΂͖શͯͷޡΓ͸ɺ චऀࣗ਎ʹଐ͢Δ΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ ·ͨɺ Ұڮେֶάϩʔόϧ COE ϓϩάϥϜ ʮࣾ
ձՊֶͷߴ౓౷ܭɾ࣮ূ෼ੳڌ఺ߏஙʯ͔ΒܦࡁతࢧԉΛड͚ͨɻهͯ͠ײँਃ্͛͠Δɻ 
2ҰڮେֶେֶӃ  ܦࡁֶݚڀՊ  ത࢜ޙظ՝ఔ  ܦࡁཧ࿦ɾܦࡁ౷ܭઐ߈,  Ұڮେֶ  GCOE ϓϩάϥϜ  COE ϑΣϩʔ. 





































4  ຊߘʹ͓͍ͯɺ༬ۚߏ੒͕ྲྀಈԽ͢Δͱ͍͏৔߹ɺۜߦͷ༬ۚʹ઎ΊΔྲྀಈੑ༬ۚͷׂ߹͕ߴ·Δ͜ͱΛҙຯ͢Δɻ  3 
நग़ͨ͠ࠃ಺ۜߦ130ߦͷࡒ຿ॾදʹΑΔΞϯόϥϯευύωϧσʔλΛ༻͍ͯྲྀಈੑ
धཁؔ਺Λਪఆͨ͠ɻͦͷ݁Ռͱͯ͠ɺ 
ʢ̍ʣ  ྲྀಈੑ༬ۚൺ཰ͷ্ঢ͸ɺྲྀಈੑधཁʹਖ਼Ͱ༗ҙͳӨڹΛ΋ͨΒ͢ɻ 
ʢ̎ʣ  ྲྀಈੑ༬ۚൺ཰͕ྲྀಈੑधཁʹ༩͑ΔӨڹ͸ɺෆྑ࠴ݖ΍௿ۚརͳͲैདྷࢦఠ
͞Ε͖ͯͨཁҼΑΓ΋ڧ͍ɻ 



















   
 
 
   
 










(Rochet and Tirole,1996)͕ڍ͛ΒΕΔɻ 
ظؒม׵ػೳͱ͸ɺ ۜߦۀ͕ଟ਺ͷ༬ۚऀ͔Βཁٻ෷͍༬ۚΛத৺ͱͨ͠ྲྀಈෛ࠴Ͱ
ࢿۚௐୡ͠ɺͦΕΛିग़ͳͲඇྲྀಈతͳࢿ࢈Ͱӡ༻͢Δ͜ͱͰɺ༬ۚऀʹྲྀಈੑΛڙڅ
͢ΔػೳͰ͋ΔɻՈܭΛ͸͡Ίͱ͢Δ༬ۚऀ͸ɺ͍ͭͰ΋අ༻ͳ͠ͰݱۚԽͰ͖Δཁٻ  4 
෷͍༬ۚΛอ༗͢Δ͜ͱͰɺෆҙͷࢧग़ͷඞཁੑ(ྲྀಈੑγϣοΫ)ʹରॲ͢Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ






























































                                                   
6  ྲྀಈੑอ༗ͷศӹ(π(R))͕ྲྀಈੑอ༗ྔʹ͍ͭͯԜؔ਺(π’>0,π”<0)ͱͯ͠දͤΔͱ͖ɺ ࠷దղͷ৚݅(ݶքศӹʹݶքඅ
༻, π’(R)=r)͔Βɺརࢠ཰(r)͕௿Լͨ͠ͱ͖ʹྲྀಈੑอ༗ྔ͕૿Ճ͢Δ͜ͱ͕ࣔͤΔɻ 




































































Λߦ͍ͬͯͨ͜ͱ͕໌Β͔ʹͳ͍ͬͯΔ(Peria and Schmukler,2001 ʀҴ૔ ɾ ਗ਼ਫ୩,2005)ɻ
͜ͷΑ͏ͳݱ৅ʹ͍ͭͯɺCook and Spellman(1994)͸ɺ໌֬ͳٞ࿦Λߦ͍ͬͯΔɻ൴Β
                                                   
9  ༬ۚऀن཯͕ಇ͘എܠʹ͸ɺۜߦ͕༬ۚҎ֎ʹࢿۚௐୡ͕ݶΒΕ͍ͯΔঢ়گɺͭ·Γྲྀಈੑ੍໿Լʹ͋Δ͜ͱ͕ඞཁ

















ΔKlein(1971)ͷܥྻͰ͸ɺPrisman, Slovin and Sushka(1986)ʹΑͬͯ͜͏ͨ͠໰୊͕෼ੳ








Β͢΋ͷͱ͢Δ( ) (    C .ͨͩ͠, 0 ) ( '       C )ɻ·ͨ༬ۚྲྀग़ֹ(ω)͸ɺ෼෍ؔ਺(F)ɺີ౓
ؔ਺(f)ʹै͏࿈ଓతͳ֬཰ม਺Ͱ͋Γɺͦͷۜߦ͕ಘͨ༬ۚྔ(D)ͳΒͼʹɺ༬ۚऀͷ
બ޷ʹΑܾͬͯఆ͢Δྲྀಈੑ༬ۚൺ཰(l)  ͕૿େ͢Δ΄Ͳ༬ۚྲྀग़֬཰͸ߴ͘ͳΔ΋ͷ
                                                   
10  ༬ۚอݥػߏϗʔϜϖʔδ(http://www.dic.go.jp/)  Ͱ͸ɺۜߦ͕ഁ୼ͨ͠ͱ͖ͷ༬ۚͷऔΓѻ͍ʹ͍ͭͯɺҎԼͷΑ͏
ͳઆ໌Λ͍ͯ͠ΔɻʮԾ෷ۚ͸ɺอݥࣄނ͕ൃੜ͠ɺอݥۚͷࢧ෷։࢝ຢ͸෇อ༬ۚͷ෷໭͠·Ͱʹ͔ͳΓͷ೔਺Λཁ
͢Δͱݟࠐ·ΕΔΑ͏ͳ৔߹ɺഁ୼ۚ༥ػؔͷ༬ۚऀͷ౰࠲ͷੜ׆ࢿۚ౳ʹॆͯΔͨΊࢧ෷ΘΕΔ΋ͷͰ͢ɻԾ෷ۚͷ
ࢧ෷Λߦ͏ͨΊʹ͸ɺ༬ۚอݥػߏ͕อݥࣄނൃੜͷ೔͔Β 1  िؒҎ಺ʹӡӦҕһձͷܾٞΛܦܾͯఆ͢Δ͜ͱ͕ඞཁ
ͱ͞Ε͍ͯ·͢ɻԾ෷ۚ͸ɺ֤༬ۚऀͷී௨༬ۚ࢒ߴʢݩຊͷΈʣʹ͍ͭͯɺ1  ޱ࠲ʹ͖ͭ 60 ສԁΛݶ౓ͱͯ͠ࢧ෷Θ
Ε·͢ɻͳ͓ɺޙʹอݥۚ౳͕ࢧ෷ΘΕΔ࣌ʹ͸ɺ͜ͷԾ෷ۚࢧ෷ֹ͸ͦͷ༬ۚऀͷอݥۚͷֹ౳͔Β߇আ͞ΕΔ͜ͱ
ͱͳΓ·͢ɻʯͭ·Γɺഁ୼ۜߦͷఆظੑ༬ۚΛ࣋ͭ༬ۚऀ͸ɺ෷໭͕ߦΘΕΔ·Ͱ׬શʹྲྀಈੑΛ૕ࣦ͢Δ͜ͱͱͳ
Δɻ                                                     
11  ͜͜Ͱɺ४උ༬ۚʹ͸ۜߦ͕खݩʹอ༗͢ΔݱۚΛؚΊΔ΋ͷͱ͢Δɻ   9 
ͱ͢Δ(DͱlʹΑΔҰ֊ͷ֬཰༏ҐੑΛԾఆ͢Δɻͭ·Γɺ 0 , 0             l F D F ʣɻି
ग़͸֎ੜతͳऩӹ(
L r )ΛੜΉ΋ͷͷɺ ৘ใੜ࢈׆ಈ΍आखͷ؂ࢹʹచ૿తͳඅ༻Λੜ͡
ͤ͞Δ͜ͱΛԾఆ͢Δ( ( ) L C L .ͨͩ͠, 0 ) ( , 0 ) (
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        (2) 
ຊߘͰ͸ɺ ) (    C ʹ͍ͭͯ࣍ͷΑ͏ͳ஄ྗੑҰఆͷؔ਺ܗΛԾఆ͢Δɻ 
 
         ) ( C                                 (3) 
͍·ϥάϥϯδϡ৐਺Λ(λ)ͱͯ͠ϥάϥϯδϡؔ਺(Λ)  Λઃఆ͢Ε͹ɺ ಺఺ղΛԾఆ͠
ͨ΋ͱͰ࠷దͳL,S  ͓ΑͼR  ͸ҎԼͷҰ֊৚݅Λຬͨ͢ɻ 
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R S L D d l D f R








        
   





         (4) 
                                                   
12  ͜ͷΑ͏ͳିग़ʹؔ͢Δచ૿අ༻ͷԾఆ͸ɺۜߦߦಈʹؔ͢Δଟ͘ͷจݙͰ༻͍ΒΕ͓ͯΓɺ௨ৗɺೋ࣍ؔ਺Ͱͷۙ
ࣅ͕ͳ͞ΕΔ(ྫ͑͹ɺᡬ,1995;  ࢁ࡚ɾ஛ా,1997; Ogawa and Kitasaka,2000 ͳͲ)ɻ 
13  ۚ༥ிͷҕ৤ݚڀͰ͋ΔࡾҪ৘ใ։ൃגࣜձࣾ(2004)͸ɺഁ୼ͨۜ͠ߦ͕ͲͷΑ͏ͳ༬ۚྲྀग़ʹݟ෣ΘΕ͔ͨʹௐࠪ
͍ͯ͠ΔɻͦΕʹΑΔͱɺ༬ۚͷྲྀग़͸ഁ୼ͷ࠷ऴہ໘ͰՃ଎͢Δ͜ͱ͕Θ͔͍ͬͯΔɻྫ͑͹ 1997 ೥ 11 ݄ʹഁ୼͠
ͨ๺ւಓ୓৩ۜߦ(୓ۜ)ͷ৔߹ɺ๺ւಓۜߦͱͷ߹ซ͕Ԇظ͞Εͨ͜ͱ(ࣄ্࣮ͷഁஊ)Λܖػʹͯ͠༬ۚྲྀग़͕ຊ֨Խ͠
͍ͯͨɻ·ͨ୓ۜͷഁ୼աఔΛ·ͱΊͨ෰෦(2003)͸ɺ͜͏ͨ͠༬ۚྲྀग़͸খޱ༬ۚऀͷఆظ༬ۚղ໿Λத৺ͱ͓ͯ͠
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S r d l D f
 
         .                                          (5) 
Ҏ্ͷؔ܎͔Βɺӄؔ਺ඍ෼ͷఆཧΛ༻͍Δͱɺ࠷దͳRʹ͍ͭͯ࣍ͷؔ܎ΛಘΔɻ 
) , , , (
) ( ) ( ) ( ) (
*
       
 










  (1)  ௿ۚར:  ௿ۚརʹΑͬͯࢿ࢈ߪೖʹΑΔऩӹ཰͕௿Լ͠ɺݱۚɾ४උ༬ۚอ༗ͷػ
ձඅ༻͕௿Լͨ͠ɻ 
  (2)  ෆྑ࠴ݖ:  ࢿ࢈ͷྼԽͨۜ͠ߦ͕ྲྀಈੑγϣοΫʹؕͬͨࡍͷࢿۚௐୡίετ͕
ߴ·Γ(͋Δ͍͸ɺ༬ۚͷྲྀग़֬཰͕ߴ·Γ)ɺࣄલͷྲྀಈੑอ༗Λ૿΍ͨ͠ɻ 




                                                   
14  ࠷దԽͷ৚݅ΑΓɺ࠷దղʹ͓͍ͯ४උ༬ۚอ༗ͷݶքར५͸ିग़ͷݶքར५(ିग़ݶքऩӹʵିग़ݶքඅ༻)ͱ΋Ұ
க͢Δ(ͭ·Γɺ ) ( )) , | ( 1 (
* ' * L C r D l R F L
L      
     )ɻ͔͠͠ͳ͕Βɺ͜ͷϞσϧͷ΋ͱͰ͸४උ༬ۚอ
༗ྔ͸(
L r )͔ΒಠཱͰ͋Δ͜ͱΛࣔ͢͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖Δɻ·ͣ(4)ࣜΑΓɺ࠷దͳିग़ʹ͍ͭͯɺ ) ( '
1 * L S





L r r r C C r      






ग़ڙڅؔ਺ʹؔ͢Δٞ࿦ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺྫ͑͹ؔࠜɾখྛɾ࠽ా(2003)ͳͲΛࢀর)ɻ   11 
τϦοΫͳԾఆΛ͓͘ɻ 
. 3 , 2 , 1 , 0
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                                                (7) 
͜ΕΒͷ௥ՃతͳԾఆͷ΋ͱͰ͸ɺ(4)ࣜͷࠨล͸࣍ͷΑ͏ʹͳΔɻ 
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D l
R
l D R F                                 (8) 
͜ΕΛҰ֊৚݅ʹ୅ೖͯ͠ɺ྆ลͷࣗવର਺ΛऔΓɺlogRʹ͍ͭͯ੔ཧ͢Ε͹ɺ࠷దͳ
R͸࣍ࣜΛຬͨ͢ɻ 
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                                      (10) 
͍·࣌ؒΛ௨ͯ͡ෆมͳݻମޮՌ( i a )ɺ͢΂ͯͷݻମʹڞ௨͢Δ࣌ؒޮՌ( t   )ɺͦͯ͠







t i t i t i t i
s year I a r
D l R
, , 4
1 , 3 , 2 , 1 0 ,
) ( log
log log log log
     
         
         
       
 
 
      (11) 
͜͜Ͱɺ αϒεΫϦϓτ(i,t)͸ɺ ۜߦiͷt೥ʹಘΒΕͨσʔλͰ͋Δ͜ͱΛҙຯ͓ͯ͠Γɺ
I(year = s)͸s೥ʹ1ΛͱΔμϛʔม਺Ͱ͋Δɻ ·ͨσϑΥϧτ֬཰ʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ ޙड़͢Δ
Α͏ʹɺࢿ࢈ྼԽ౓߹͍Λ݈ࣔ͢શੑࢦඪͰ୅ཧ͢Δ͜ͱ͕ࣗવͰ͋Δͱߟ͑ΒΕΔɻ
͜ͷͱ͖ɺಉ࣌ੑΛߟྀ͢Δͱͱ΋ʹɺ༬ۚऀͳ͍ۚ͠༥ࢢ৔͕ܾࢉ೔ʹ͓͍ͯɺͦͷ






















s i t i
s
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t i t i t i
s year I a R r
D l
, 1 1 , 4 , 3
1 , 2 , 1 0 ,
) ( log log
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15  ༬ۚऀن཯Λ෼ੳͨ͠ Peria and Schmukler(2001)  ΍ Murata and Hori(2006)  ΋͜͏ͨ͠ѻ͍Λߦ͍ͬͯΔɻ 
16  ͍·ۜߦ i ͷ t ظʹ͓͚Δઆ໌ม਺ϕΫτϧΛ t i x , ͱ͢Δͱɺڧ֎ੜੑ͕ຬͨ͞ΕΔͱ͸ɺ͢΂ͯͷ i ͳΒͼʹ t ʹͭ
͍ͯ 0 ) ,..., , | ( , 2 , 1 , ,   T i i i t i x x x E   ͕੒ཱ͢Δ͜ͱͰ͋Γɺऑ֎ੜੑ͕ຬͨ͞ΕΔͱ͸ɺ͢΂ͯͷ i ʹ͍ͭͯ
0 ) ,..., | ( , 1 , ,   t i i t i x x E   ͕੒ཱ͢Δ͜ͱͰ͋Δɻޙऀ͔͠ຬͨ͞Εͳ͍৔߹ʹ͸ɺ௨ৗͷมྔޮՌϞσϧ΍ݻఆޮ
ՌϞσϧʹΑΔਪఆྔ͕ҰகੑΛࣦ͏͜ͱ͕஌ΒΕ͍ͯΔɻ͜ͷ఺͸ Wooldridge(2002)ɺୈ 11 ষʹৄ͍͠ɻ
17  ҎԼͰ͸ɺ 0 ] [ , ,   t i t i E     ͕੒ཱ͢ΔͱԾఆ͠ɺ·ͨ t   ͸࣌ؒޮՌΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ 
18  ࠩ෼ΛͱͬͨΠϠʔμϛʔ΋֎ੜม਺ʹؚ·ΕΔɻ(12)ࣜͷؔ܎ͷΈͰ͋Ε͹ɺDepositɺHealthɺReturn ʹ͍ͭͯڧ֎
ੜੑΛԾఆͰ͖Δ͕ɺؤ݈ੑͷͨΊʹऑ֎ੜੑͷԾఆͷ΋ͱͰਪఆΛߦ͏ɻຊߘͷܭଌ͓ࣜΑͼܭଌظؒͷ΋ͱͰ͸ɺ






















    ) ,..., , ( 0 0
0
) , ( 0
0 0 ) (
1 , 1 ,
1 , 2 ,
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          (13-1) 
                               . 1 ,..., 2 , 1 , 0 )] ( [ 1 , ,
'
,           t s x E t i t i s i                                  (13-2)  
where  ) log , log , log , (log , 1 , , , ,
S
t i t i t i t i t i r D l x        
͜͜Ͱɺ  (11)ࣜͷҰ֊ͷࠩ෼ΛऔΔ͜ͱ͸ɺݻఆޮՌͷআڈʹରԠ͍ͯ͠ΔɻٻΊ
Δਪఆ஋͸ҎԼͷ࠷খԽ໰୊ͷղͰ͋Δ(·ͣ୯ҐߦྻΛՃॏߦྻʹ༻͍ͯਪఆ͠ɺͦ
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͜͜Ͱɺਪఆࣜʹ͓͚Δม਺(log ,log ,log ,log ,log
S R l D r   )Λ؍࡯Մೳͳม਺


















                                                   





22  όϥϯευύωϧσʔλʹͨ͠৔߹ɺ106 ߦ(αϯϓϧαΠζ 742)ͷσʔλ͕ಘΒΕΔɻ 
23  Shioji(2003)͓Αͼ Ogawa(2008)͸ɺ ۚརม਺ͱͯ͠ίʔϧϨʔτ(ແ୲อཌ೔෺)Λ༻͍ͨਪఆΛߦ͍ͬͯΔɻ ຊߘͰ͸ɺ
ۚརҎ֎ͷϚΫϩγϣοΫʹ͍ͭͯ΋੍ޚ͢Δඞཁ͕͋Δͱߟ͑ͨͨΊɺΠϠʔμϛʔٴͼఆ਺߲ͱͷؒͰ׬શͳڞઢ































                                                   
24  େख౎ࢢۜߦͱɺ஍ํɾୈೋ஍ํۜߦͱͰ͸ɺߦಈʹҟ࣭ੑ͕͋ΔՄೳੑΛߟྀͯ͠ɺେखۜߦμϛʔ(༬ۚྔ 15 ஹ
ԁҎ্ͳΒ 1 ΛऔΔม਺)ͱɺRatio,Deposit,Health,Return ͷ֤ม਺ͱͷަ߲ࠩΛಋೖͨ͠ܭଌࣜ(ܭଌࣜ 1,2)ΛݻఆޮՌ͓
ΑͼมྔޮՌϞσϧͰਪఆ͠ɺͦͷ܎਺͕θϩͱͳΔؼແԾઆʹ͍ͭͯ F ݕఆ(RE Ϟσϧʹ͍ͭͯ͸ Wald ݕఆ)Λߦͬ
































                                                   
25  όϥϯευύωϧσʔλΛ༻͍ͯਪఆͨ͠৔߹΋ɺFE Ϟσϧ͓Αͼ Panel-GMM ͷ྆ํʹ͓͍ͯɺ΄΅ಉ༷ͷ܎਺ਪ
ఆ஋͕ಘΒΕɺ༗ҙਫ४΋େ͖͘ҟͳΒͳ͔ͬͨɻՃ͑ͯɺͦͷࡍͷ Panel-GMM ਪఆʹ͓͚Δա৒ࣝผݕఆ(Hansen’s J 
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
ม ਺   ඪຊฏۉ ඪ४ภࠩ ࠷খ஋ ࠷େ஋ ؍࡯਺  
-JRVJEJUZ PWFSBMM     / 
 CFUXFFO      O 
 XJUIJO      5CBS
3BUJP PWFSBMM     /  
 CFUXFFO      O 
 XJUIJO      5CBS
%FQPTJU PWFSBMM     /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 CFUXFFO      O 
 XJUIJO      5CBS
)FBMUI	
 PWFSBMM     /  
 CFUXFFO      O 
  XJUIJO      5CBS
3FUVSO PWFSBMM     / 
 CFUXFFO      O 
  XJUIJO      5CBS
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ද 7-1  ਪఆ݁Ռ(ඃઆ໌ม਺:Liquidity,  ਪఆํ๏:ݻఆޮՌϞσϧ) 
ܭଌࣜ ܭଌࣜ      ܭଌࣜ     
આ໌ม਺ ਪఆ஋   ඪ४ޡࠩ ਪఆ஋   ඪ४ޡࠩ
3BUJP   	
   	

%FQPTJU   	
   	

)FBMUI	
   	
    	

3FUVSO   	
    
3FUVSO        	

%   	
   	

%   	
   	

%   	
   	

%   	
   	

%   	
   	

%   	
   	

$POTU   	
   	

/PG0CT      
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ද 7-2  ਪఆ݁Ռ(ඃઆ໌ม਺:Liquidity,  ਪఆํ๏ɿPanel-GMM) 
ܭଌࣜ ܭଌࣜ      ܭଌࣜ     
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3BUJP   	
  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
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   	

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 	
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ද 8 ਪఆ஋͔Βܭࢉ͞ΕΔେखۜߦͷྲྀಈੑอ༗ྔͷมԽ(1999 ೥ʙ2000 ೥) 
   ྲྀಈੑ༬ۚൺ཰  ༬ۚ࢒ߴ  ෆྑ࠴ݖൺ཰  ূ݊ऩӹ཰  ߹ܭ  ࣮ࡍͷมԽ཰ 
ਪఆ஋×  ਪఆ஋×  ਪఆ஋×  ਪఆ஋× 
  
มԽ཰(A)  มԽ཰ʢB)  มԽ཰ʢC)  มԽ཰ʢD) 
(A)+(B)+(C)+(D)  ᷎Liquidity 
ୈҰקۀۜߦ  18.50%  -7.67%  6.08%  3.05%  19.96%  -0.49% 
   (11.11%)  (-6.23%)  (2.31%)  (3.52%)  (10.70%)    
͘͞Βۜߦ  14.83%  -5.28%  3.43%  3.76%  16.74%  42.54% 
   (8.91%)  (-4.29%)  (1.30%)  (4.33%)  (10.25%)   
͋͞ͻۜߦ  11.42%  -2.63%  -0.95%  0.48%  8.32%  16.70% 
   (6.86%)  (-2.14%)  (-0.36%)  (0.56%)  (4.92%)   
ࡾ࿨ۜߦ  12.24%  11.08%  1.59%  5.33%  30.57%  26.05% 
   (7.46%)  (9.14%)  (0.60%)  (6.14%)  (23.35%)   
ॅ༑ۜߦ  8.57%  -6.11%  4.65%  6.85%  13.95%  42.71% 
   (5.14%)  (-4.97%)  (1.77%)  (7.90%)  (9.85%)   
౦ւۜߦ  16.40%  2.95%  -11.34%  0.44%  8.45%  21.39% 
   (9.85%)  (2.40%)  (4.31%)  (0.51%)  (8.44%)   
౦ژࡾඛۜߦ  12.08%  4.34%  0.12%  4.35%  20.88%  -0.52% 
   (7.26%)  (3.53%)  (0.04%)  (5.01%)  (15.84%)   
  (஫)ۜߦ໊͸ 2000 ೥࣌఺ͷ΋ͷͰ͋ΔɻมԽ཰͸ɺ2000 ೥࣌఺ͷରલ೥มԽ཰Ͱ͋Δɻ্ஈ͸ҰൠԽੵ཰๏ʹΑΔਪఆ஋ɺ
Լஈׅހ಺͸ݻఆޮՌϞσϧͷਪఆ஋ʹج͍ͮͯͦΕͧΕܭࢉ͞Ε͍ͯΔɻ࣮ࡍͷมԽ཰͸ɺݱۚɾ४උ༬ۚอ༗ྔͷ 2000
೥࣌఺Ͱͷରલ೥มԽ཰Λܭࢉͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ 








 